Cognitive Challenges when Navigating a
New City

This past June, I had the privilege of traveling to Europe with my mom and my
stepdad Tim, who was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis in 2000. Tim has common
symptoms of MS, including fatigue, sensitivity to temperature and numbness. But
the symptoms Tim struggles with the most are cognitive. His difficulty with short
term memory, word finding and delayed processing makes everyday activities
challenging. Now, take all those problems and go to an entirely new city in a
foreign country, and you can imagine how difficult it can be.
When it comes to MS, a lot of time goes into discussing the physical symptoms, although
50% of people living with MS experience cognitive symptoms.
Unfortunately, cognitive symptoms are commonly misunderstood. This misunderstanding can
lead to tension between those living with MS and their families and friends. This is especially
true when faced with a potentially frustrating situation, like traveling to a new city!
Cognitive symptoms of MS include:
Short term memory loss
Trouble concentrating
Strain in finding the right words
Difficulty problem solving
A slower ability to process information

As you can imagine, these symptoms often lead to stress and anxiety, especially when a
person is out of his or her comfort zone. For example, while in Europe, the three of us spent a
few days in Liverpool, United Kingdom. As Americans, we are used to gridded streets and
clearly marked street signs, making map reading easy-peasy. While this beautiful Merseyside
city is exciting once you know your way around, the roads are winding, and street signs are
not always obvious.
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When my mom and Tim had to find the post office in this new city, they wound up getting
lost. That’s when Tim’s symptoms set in. Instead of calmly asking for directions, he began to
get frustrated and emotional. He wasn’t able to quickly problem solve, process the map
information or find the right words to express how he was feeling. All the elements that can
result in a total MS meltdown.
Luckily, my mom has a lot of experience walking Tim through his symptoms. They were able
to regroup, talk it out and eventually made it to the post office. But how do you calm yourself
or your loved one down when experiencing a cognitive episode like this?
Here are five tips from our experiences:
1. Download an offline map pre-loaded of the city or region you’re going to. This gives
everyone the ability to track where you are even if Wi-Fi isn’t available.
1. Make sure you have a procedure set in place for when a meltdown occurs. Maybe it’s a
code word that means let’s find a nearby place to sit for 10 minutes to calm down, or
maybe it’s simply catching a cab back to the hotel to regroup. My mom and Tim got
better at this as the trip went along. It helps to remember that people with MS are not
the only ones who have cognitive meltdowns!
1. When going to museums, allocate more time than you think you will need (and make

sure to get a wheelchair). It can take people with cognitive MS symptoms more time to
process information, so it might take them longer to get through a museum. That’s ok!
Take your time and enjoy it!
1. Do not plan too many things in one day. It’s hard to remember a long itinerary, and it
can be hard to keep up with. That leads to stress, and stress leads to more symptoms.
Take your time and absorb yourself in your new experiences. If a new place has a lot to
do, prioritize and make sure to go to the sites you want to see the most first. That way,
if you “poop out” half way through the day, you have at least seen what you wanted to
see.
1. Don’t get mad at each other. Traveling with MS is difficult enough, and we all buckle
under pressure sometimes. If a meltdown occurs, take a deep breath and calm down
before trying to discuss plan B. Your day will go much more smoothly if you don’t argue
while MS is flaring its ugly head.
For those diagnosed and their friends and family, understanding the cognitive symptoms of
MS can help everyone work better together and get through difficult times without anger.
That’s especially true when traveling! If you plan ahead by communicating about these
symptoms, you should be able to get through anything a new city or region will throw at you.
Who knows, you might return with a stronger relationship than ever!
But most importantly, have fun and don’t let your MS stop you from enjoying yourself!

Editor’s Note: To read more about cognitive challenges and MS, visit the Society website.

